Bridging earthquakes and earth structure along
the northern San Andreas Fault
Intellectual Merit
The objective of this proposal is to characterize and understand the processes by which the
crust within and adjacent to the Northern San Andreas Fault Zone (NSAFZ) deforms over 10s
of kyr to several Myr to link co- and inter-seismic deformation to that observed geologically. I
will use for this task high resolution GeoEarthScope Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (ALSM)
and more broadly available lower resolution topography, the abundance of cosmogenic isotopes
in river sands, low-temperature thermochronology, and numerical models of crustal deformation.
Historical seismicity and space geodesy provide detailed constraints on plate-boundary kinematics
in the vicinity of the northern San Andreas Fault over seconds to decades [e.g., d’Alessio et al., 2005;
Bürgmann et al., 2006, 1997; Savage and Burford , 1973; Savage et al., 2004, 1998], and to a lesser
degree, detailed earthquake chronologies at specific points along the fault constrain the sequence
and magnitude of past earthquakes [e.g., Fumal et al., 1999; Niemi and Hall , 1992]. At the other
extreme, geologic piercing points along the fault and geologic structures present in its vicinity
record the accrued effects of earthquakes and continuous slip, as well as vertical motions associated
with on- and off-fault deformation [e.g., Bürgmann et al., 1994; Page et al., 1998; McLaughlin
et al., 1999; Wakabayashi , 1999]. However, few methods exist that resolve the temporal evolution
of individual fault strands within the NSAFZ that together comprise the complex fault zone that
is observed both at the surface [e.g., Lawson and Reid , 1908; Prentice and Schwartz , 1991] and
at depth within boreholes [e.g., Hickman et al., 2007]. Also, while geologically-observed folds
and exhumed basement rocks demonstrate that vertical motions are extensively associated with
the modern plate boundary [e.g., Page et al., 1979; Page, 1982, 1981; Aydin and Page, 1984; Titus
et al., 2007], measuring the ratesof these motions, how they change over time, and how these changes
are associated with the evolution of the larger strike-slip fault system is challenging because we
generally lack chronologic methods that can be used to date deformation that accrues within this
intermediate time window. Using a suite of newly acquired data and methodologies developed or
exploited by my group, I will provide these constraints along the NSAFZ within the Santa Cruz
Mountains (SCM; Figure 1) and use them to develop a geodynamic model that will help bridge
our knowledge of deformation processes operating over seconds to decades with the long-term finite
deformation recorded geologically.
The primary methods I will use to image the NSAFZ evolution and the vertical rates of deformation adjacent to the fault zone in the SCM are topographic analysis of the fault zone using
a wavelet-based method that extracts the location and relative morphologic ages of scarps within
the zone using GeoEarthScope ALSM data [Hilley et al., 2010], analysis of coarser-resolution topographic data to identify landscape variations that may be associated with changes in vertical
deformation rates [e.g., Snyder et al., 2003, 2000; Wobus et al., 2006], analysis of the abundance
of cosmogenic 10 Be in river sands to estimate landscape denudation rates (which, when used in
combination with topographic inspection and analysis may be used to identify changes in vertical
deformation rates over 10s of kyr time-scales) [e.g., Cyr and Granger , 2008; Wobus et al., 2005],
and analysis of the abundance of Fission Track (AFT) and (U/Th)/He (A-He) in apatites adjacent
to the fault zone to infer the Myr time-scale unroofing history of ranges flanking the NSAFZ [e.g.,
Ketcham et al., 1999; Laslett et al., 1987; Farley, 2000; Farley et al., 2002]. Together, these observational data will be used to construct a three-dimensional geodynamic model of this portion of
the plate boundary using the Gale numerical model [Moresi et al., 2003]. By using this model with
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a realistic initial configuration of rheological units that represent the geologic terranes in the SCM,
I will explore the role that this configuration (and its changes over time as finite strain accrues
along the plate boundary), as well as the documented temporal change in boundary conditions
due to plate motions, play in changing the geometry of this section of the NSAFZ and how these
changes are manifest by features observed within the fault zone and changes in vertical deformation
adjacent to it.
This project focuses on the SCM
for several reasons.
First, it is
convenient– unlike many distant field
areas in other parts of the world, if
Sierra Nevada/
the analyses we perform require us
Great Valley
to process additional samples to disBlock
cern between competing hypotheses,
we can easily collect them in an afSF
ternoon. Second, the geology and
37.5N
crustal structure are well-known [e.g.,
Holbrook et al., 1996; Hole et al.,
2000; McLaughlin et al., 1999, , and
references therein], largely because of
Bay
Pacific Plate
the proximity of the USGS Western
Block
Headquarters to this range, the earthSJ
quakes that have occurred here, and
the hazards that these structures pose
to the high-tech center of the world.
G
Third, the early- to mid-1990s pro37N
SC
La Honda
duced a set of conceptual models of
Block
the kinematics of this range over 100s
50 km
of kyr to several Myr time-scales [Anderson, 1994, 1990; Bürgmann et al.,
1994] that are now testable using
123W
122W
new methodologies and acquisitions
of new datasets by GeoEarthScope.
Fourth, decadal time-scale crustal deformation measurements here are ex- Figure 1: Location map of San Francisco Bay Area. SF, SJ,
tremely dense and rich, allowing a SC, and G show locations of San Francisco, San Jose, Santa
clear picture of spatial variations in Cruz, and Gilroy, respectively. Strike slip faults include the
both horizontal and vertical tectonic San Gregorio (SGF), the San Andreas (SAF), the Hayward
rates to be constrained [e.g., d’Alessio (HF), and the Calaveras (CF) Faults. These faults separate,
et al., 2005; Bürgmann et al., 2006]. from west to east, the Pacific Plate from the La Honda, the
Finally, both north and south of the Bay, and the Sierra Nevada - Great Valley Blocks. White
SCM, paleoseismic sites provide con- star shows location of Loma Prieta, red star shows epicenstraints on the timing, and to a lesser tral location of 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.
extent, the magnitude of past earthquakes that have occurred along the SAF [e.g., Fumal et al., 1999; Niemi and Hall , 1992]. Thus,
when these constraints are combined with those that I propose to provide as part of this project,
the SCM may be one of the only places in the world where extensive observations of short and long
time-scale kinematics can be used to understand the causes of changes in crustal dynamics that
occur over different time-scales.
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The project I propose is a logical progression of the research that I have carried out over the last
decade. In particular, a portion of my work in the last seven years has focused on linking surface
offsets to stress released along faults during earthquakes [Hilley et al., 2001], evaluating paleoseismic
data along the San Andreas fault [Hilley and Young, 2008a, b], and linking these paleoseismic timescale observations to geodetic measurements of co- and inter-seismic deformation using a layered,
time-dependent crustal and upper mantle deformation model [Hilley et al., 2005, 2009; Johnson
et al., 2007]. As documented in the proposed project, in the next five to ten years of my career, I wish
to focus on understanding how these short time-scale measures of crustal deformation are related
to the long-term record of plate-boundary deformation recorded by geologic observations. This
directly addresses, and will make significant progress towards understanding one of the four major
goals (“The Missing Link: From Earthquakes to Orogenesis”) identified by the “New Departures
in Structural Geology and Tectonics” science panel.

Initial working hypotheses
The principal hypotheses of this proposal are cast in terms of the constitutive rules used
to represent crustal rheology over different time-scales, changes in fault-zone geometry and plate
motions over time, and the evolving rheological structure of the crust as lateral motions juxtapose
geological terranes with differing physical and chemical properties.
1) Crustal deformation of and stress transfer between faults within the crust are adequately characterized by a layered elastic-viscoelastic rheology that flows in response
to loading during earthquakes [e.g., Hetland and Hager , 2006; Johnson and Segall , 2004;
Nur and Mavko, 1974; Savage and Prescott, 1978; Pollitz , 2003, 2001]; however, frictional
failure and fatigue of crustal materials that are ignored by these constitutive rules
are principal contributors to the pattern of permanent deformation observed over 10s
of kyr to several Myr. Viscoelastic earthquake cycle models provide an adequate characterization of temporal changes in the surface deformation field observed after earthquakes [e.g., Pollitz ,
2001; Johnson and Segall , 2004]. Likewise, purely elastic models have enjoyed widespread use in
understanding triggering of earthquakes along proximal faults due to the stress change created by
the rupture [e.g., King et al., 1994; Stein et al., 1994, 1997]– these models now also include viscous flow in lower layers that facilitate stress transfer [e.g., Pollitz and Sacks, 2002; Pollitz et al.,
2003]. However, when integrating the vertical displacement rates predicted by these models over
geomorphic (10s of kyr to several Myr) time-scales, first-order characteristics of the topography and
depocenters within the SCM, for example, are poorly predicted (Figure 2). This suggests that the
permanent deformation observed in the geologic record may not be described well by such simple
constitutive rules, and so processes such as frictional failure and long-term viscous flow may be
essential to reconcile short- and long-term crustal dynamics.
2) While elastic-viscoelastic models suggest that surface velocities may be relatively
insensitive to spatial variations in elastic properties [e.g., Hilley et al., 2009], differential
yielding of crustal blocks leads to large variations in deformation that accrues over
geomorphic and geologic time-scales. Within a restraining bend in the NSAFZ in the SCM,
deformation is predicted by elastic models to be both symmetric and broadly distributed relative to
the width of the restraining structure (Figure 2). However, the topography and accrued deformation
are both highly asymmetric, and at least within one side of the restraining bend, localized. This
localization occurs along a small fold-and-thrust belt developed within the eastern crustal block–
the long-term deformation of these features is often viewed directly in analogy with a frictionally
deforming sand wedge. Thus, asymmetric localization of permanent deformation in this area might
result from the presence of plastically deforming materials with different constitutive properties.
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Figure 2: (A) Rock uplift rates (contoured in mm/yr) expected based on an elastic boundary
element model driven by 17 mm/yr of relative strike-slip plate motion, which is transmitted to the
vertical frictionless fault shown in red via a set of traction-free elements along the model’s base.
(B) Elevations within the San Francisco Bay Area and SCM. Elastic models, which have been
widely used to understand stress transfer between faults, predict rapid uplift within the SCM as
well as the surrounding depocenters. The long-term deformation recorded by the topography and
geology shows that deformation is far more localized in the vicinity of the NSAFZ than predicted
by simple elastic models, probably due to the fact that frictional failure and viscous relaxation of
upper crustal materials localizes deformation along particular geologic structures over geomorphic
to geologic time-scales.
This may allow the deformation rate field observed over interseismic time-scales to be quite different
from the integrated effect of a small portion of this deformation that is localized near the fault and
recorded permanently.
3) Spatial variations in the geometry of the NSAFZ dominate the observed off-fault
deformation. Additionally, temporal changes in this geometry can be directly related
to long-term changes in plate tectonic motions and the initial configuration of geologic
terranes with different constitutive properties. Based on geologic relationships observed
within the SCM, initiation of the uplift of this range is likely associated with the formation of a
restraining bend in the NSAFZ, which appears commensurate with changes in relative motions
between the Pacific and North American Plates during the Pliocene [e.g., McLaughlin et al., 1999,
and references therein]. I suspect that such an association may be the result of the juxtaposition of
different geologic terranes that differentially yielded as the changing plate motion vector changed.
This may have allowed the restraining bend geometry to remain fixed to one of the blocks. Such
a hypothesis can be tested by using a geodynamic model to study different scenarios in which
changing plate tectonic motions interact with the configuration of different rheological terranes
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along the deforming margin. The most likely scenario will be identified as that most consistent
with the observed kinematics over geomorphic and geologic time-scales.

Study Area
The SCM flank the western margin of the San Francisco Bay Area, where relative plate motions
between the Pacific and North American plates are accommodated by motion along a series of strikeslip fault zones (Figure 1). Here, the Pacific Plate moves between 46.5 and 47.7 ± 0.8 mm/yr relative
to stable North America [e.g., d’Alessio et al., 2005; DeMets et al., 1994]– the resulting deformation
is partitioned between at least four major strike-slip faults that divide the region into discrete
crustal slivers that are translated along the plate boundary relative to one another (Figure 1)
[Aydin and Page, 1984]. Along the San Francisco Peninsula, the southeast-northwest trending
SCM are bordered by the NSAFZ (Figure 1), which undergoes a restraining bend between Gilroy
and Santa Cruz that has created a broad antiformal uplift along its northeastern side (referred
to as the Sierra Azul block) [McLaughlin et al., 1999]. Within the Santa Cruz Mountains, the
rate of strike-slip motion along the NSAFZ is bracketed by both geodetic and geologic data, which
suggest that ∼ 16.8 ± 1 mm/yr of relative plate motion is accommodated by the fault in this area.
[d’Alessio et al., 2005]. In addition, modeling of space geodetic measurements suggests that faultnormal convergence rates decrease from 4.9 ± 0.6 mm/yr within the restraining bend to 0.2 ± 0.6
mm/yr in the northern SCM [d’Alessio et al., 2005].
The lateral advection of crust through the SCM restraining bend appears to exert a first-order
control on the topography and Myr-timescale features of the SCM. Areas within the restraining
bend correspond to the location of the highest elevation in this range located in the Sierra Azul
(1154 m), which was the site of the M = 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake (Figure 1). Conversely, along
the southwestern side of the SAF, peak elevations are substantially lower (985 m) and taper to the
northwest, and a flight of uplifted marine terraces demonstrates that, at least over the 100s of kyr of
vertical deformation that they record [Bradley and Griggs, 1976; Valensise and Ward , 1991], rock
uplift rates are largest along the northwestern margin of the restraining bend and decrease to the
northwest along the NSAFZ. This relationship between the northwestward decay in peak elevations
along the southwestern side of the SAF and the progressive deformation of marine terraces rimming
the Pacific coast to the northwest of the restraining bend [e.g., Bradley and Griggs, 1976; Valensise
and Ward , 1991] led workers to propose that the NSAFZ moves material southwest of the fault
into and through a zone of contraction within the restraining bend [Anderson, 1990] (Figure 1). In
this scenario, topography is built and Quaternary marine terraces are deformed as crust southwest
of the SAF moves into and through the restraining bend, while peak elevations are reduced and
marine terraces along the Pacific coast [Anderson, 1994; Anderson et al., 1999; Rosenbloom and
Anderson, 1994; Anderson and Menking, 1994] are removed by erosion as the crust moves past the
zone of active contraction [e.g., Anderson, 1994, 1990].
In contrast, deformation along the northeastern side of the restraining bend has unroofed at
least ∼ 3.5 km of rock at a rate of ∼ 0.6 − 1 mm/yr [Bürgmann et al., 1994; Hilley et al., 2003].
This suggests that tectonic uplift along the northeastern side has been persistently concentrated in
the area of the Sierra Azul, leading Bürgmann et al. [1994] to conclude that the restraining bend
is fixed to this side of the NSAFZ. This allows large amounts of deformation to accrue within this
zone [Bürgmann et al., 1994].

Methodology
Over the past five years, my students and I have been developing, learning, and applying the
methodologies detailed in this proposal to study the intermediate time-scale development of the
NSAFZ within the SCM to ensure that such an approach will indeed be successful. The methodology
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consists of two basic components: a set of geologic / geomorphic / topographic observations and
laboratory analyses that constrain the kinematics of the range in the time-range of 10s of kyr
to several Myr, and numerical models that will be used to understand the dynamics implied by
plate motions and the observed kinematics. As I show below, these studies demonstrate that the
combination of these different methods can reasonably be expected to constrain the kinematics of
this portion of the NSAFZ, and our work on fold-and-thrust belts in South America suggests that
the dynamics of this situation can be related to the constitutive properties of, evolving temperature
structure within, and erosional mass redistribution along the surface of the crust using the Gale
geodynamic model. As detailed in the Project Management Plan, I will carry out these analyses
within the SCM to identify spatial variations in the intermediate time-scale kinematics along this
portion of the NSAFZ that may reflect the differing physical properties and thermal history of
different geologic terranes, as well as the long-term plate tectonic development of this margin.
In this way, these new constraints will help elucidate the intermediate time-scale dynamics of
an important portion of the NSAFZ and, when viewing these models in terms of those used to
understand seismic and interseismic deformation, will help link the overall geologic deformation
inferred along this portion of the fault to geodetic and paleoseismic records of plate-boundary
deformation.
Constraining the geometric evolution of fault strands within the SCM over 10s to 100s of kyr
The temporal evolution of fault strands within a fault zone provides information about the
changing geometry and constitutive properties of the fault zone material over time. G. K. Gilbert
was the first to intuit that topographic characteristics of a fault zone could be used to divulge the
geometric evolution of individual fault strands within a fault zone [Lawson and Reid , 1908]. He
noted that the trace of the 1906 rupture created a series of dislocations in the landscape that tended
to mimic the broader, but more subtle topographic features. In all, he noted that the fault zone
itself consisted of many such linear dislocations that were in various stages of degradation, leading
him to conclude that the fault zone was a composite topographic feature that recorded the history
of past dislocations [Lawson and Reid , 1908]. The idea that the profile morphology of these fault
scarps could be used to determine a relative sequence of ages was refined in the 1980s by regarding geomorphic transport across the scarp in analogy to thermal conduction. This morphologic
scarp dating method has enjoyed widespread application since that time [e.g., Arrowsmith et al.,
1998; Bucknam and Anderson, 1979; Hanks, 2000; Hanks et al., 1984; Nash, 1980]; however, the
coarse resolution of topographic data limited its use to areas where individual topographic surveys
constrained the geometry of scarp profiles.
Recently, I developed a next-generation morphological scarp analysis method that exploits
high-resolution ALSM data to divulge the location and morphologic ages of scarp-like features
within fault zones [Hilley et al., 2010]. This convolution-based method uses the profile curvature
of scarps as a wavelet, and calculates the best-fitting scarp amplitude at each point in the highresolution digital topography, and uses the highest Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) to identify the
location of scarp-like features and determine their morphologic ages and orientations (Figure 3).
An application of this method to three sites of varying fault-zone complexity show that it robustly
locates and determines the relative age of scarp-like features within the fault zone [Hilley et al.,
2010]. A particularly relevant example of this method from the Monte Bello ridge area within the
SCM (Figure 3) shows that it not only correctly locates the fault (relative to ground and air photo
mapping of this area), but also correctly identifies the surface trace of the 1906 earthquake rupture
as the morphologically youngest feature in the topography. Thus, I expect that application of this
method to the entire NSAFZ in the SCM will reveal not only the location of the 1906 rupture,
but will also be able to characterize the temporal distribution of ruptures within the evolving fault
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Figure 3: Extraction of the orientation, morphologic age, and SNR of scarp-like features using high
resolution ALSM topography. (A) The convolution-based algorithm I developed uses the curvature
of a model scarp that degrades according to a diffusive transport process to calculate the bestfitting scarp amplitude and corresponding SNR for each point in the digital topography for a given
morphologic age and scarp orientation. The best-fitting morphologic ages and scarp orientations
for each point in the ALSM data are determined by identifying those that yield the highest SNR.
(B) Shaded relief map showing location of mapped inactive fault traces (red) and the location of
the 1906 rupture (blue). (C) Shaded relief map with location and morphologic ages of high SNR
points in the digital topography extracted using my new morphologic scarp dating method, which
roughly recovers the location of mapped fault traces within the fault zone, and correctly identifies
the 1906 rupture as the youngest morphologic feature.
zone over the timescales of the morphologic dating method, which ranges from 10s to 100s of kyr
[e.g., Hanks, 2000].
Inferring tectonic rates from measured catchment-averaged denudation rates
Recent observations indicate that denudation rates tend to closely track tectonic rock uplift
rates in rapidly eroding environments [e.g., Cyr and Granger , 2008; Wobus et al., 2005]. Cosmogenic
radionuclide methods provide a means of estimating these denudation rates over time-scales of 10s
of kyr [e.g., Bierman, 1994; Lal , 1991], and so these measurements could be exploited to study
spatial changes in tectonic rock uplift rates over these time-scales. Denudation rates can be inferred
from Cosmogenic RadioNuclide (CRN) abundance, because CRNs are produced only within Earth’s
atmosphere and in the vicinity of its surface. In this study, I will determine the measured abundance
of 10 Be, which is the most common and well-studied CRN used for this purpose. Because 10 Be is
produced within a zone of constant and predictable thickness near Earth’s surface [e.g., Bierman,
1994; Lal , 1991; Nishiizumi et al., 1989], the abundance of 10 Be varies inversely with denudation
rate as the residence time of rock within this zone decreases as denudation rates increase. By
analyzing well-mixed river sand samples from large catchments where the 10 Be content reflects
the average residence time of rocks within the dosage zone through a catchment, a spatially and
temporally averaged estimate of denudation rate may be inferred.
Collecting these samples, performing these analyses, and interpreting these results is more
nuanced than this simple description suggests. However, we have experience carrying out these
types of studies. To provide a proof of concept that denudation rates in the area could be used
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Figure 4: (A) Map of the spatial distribution of denudation rates determined as part of a pilot study
designed to assess the feasibility of using cosmogenic 10 Be abundance to estimate tectonic rates.
Denudation is most rapid near the restraining bend and decreases systematically with distance
northwest of the bend. (B) Plot of denudation rates and coastal uplift rates. Denudation rates
appear to provide a good measure of tectonic rates within this range.
to discern tectonic rates, my students and I performed a pilot project in which a suite of river
sands were used to infer denudation rates from selected catchments along the SCM that span a
range of tectonic rock uplift rates. The inferred denudation rates were then compared to rock
uplift rates recorded by marine terraces that flank the coastline of this area to examine how well
denudation rates tracked rock uplift rates over similar time-scales. Denudation rates range from
0.1 − 0.6 mm/yr, and those samples that have been collected yield rates that vary systematically
from southeast to northwest along the range (Figure 4). High denudation rates are associated with
the restraining bend in the SAF (0.6 mm/yr) and decay virtually monotonically along the length
of the range to reach a minimum denudation rate of 0.1-0.2 mm/yr at the northwestern end of the
range (Figure 4). These spatial changes in denudation rates mimic those observed in the onshore
marine terrace record: based on these terraces, basins in the vicinity of the restraining bend should
be denuding at approximately 0.6 mm/yr, and those near Point Año Nuevo should be denuding
at ∼0.3 mm/yr [Valensise and Ward , 1991], quantitatively consistent with rates inferred from our
catchment-averaged denudation rate measurements (Figure 4B). Thus, based on our pilot data set,
it appears as though denudation rates mirror the measured changes in tectonic rates along the
restraining bend.
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Range-scale topography of the SCM and its relationship to tectonic and lithologic controls
Widely available 30-m-resolution digital topography can be used to study spatial variations
in the steepness of channels [e.g., Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008; Snyder et al., 2003; Whipple and
Tucker , 1999; Wobus et al., 2006], local relief associated with both hillslope and channel processes
[e.g., Ahnert, 1970; Bürgmann et al., 1994; Bullard and Lettis, 1993; Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008],
and mean hillslope angles [e.g., Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008] that may contain quantitative information about tectonic rates. Over the last several years, my students and I have developed a suite
of digital terrain analysis and modeling tools named the Landscape Analysis and Modeling Environment (LAME), which can analyze these topographic metrics in short order over large DEMs.
We have applied some of these calculations to portions of the SCM to determine the extent to
which current rock uplift and denudation rates are encoded within the steepness of various landscape elements. We have thus far focused our attention on the channel steepness metric, because of
its widespread application to understanding spatial variations in tectonic rates [e.g., Snyder et al.,
2003; Whipple and Tucker , 1999; Wobus et al., 2006] and the relative rapidity with which it adjusts
to changes in tectonic rates [e.g., Hilley and Arrowsmith, 2008].
When comparing this metric to denudation rates measured using 10 Be, we found that this
metric offered little predictive power in resolving spatial variations in these rates. Instead, channel
steepness values throughout the range appear most strongly associated with the mapped underlying
bedrock substrate, suggesting that the resistance of different mechanical lithologies to channel
incision may play a prominent role in controlling locally steep reaches of individual channels. We
have recently acquired a high-resolution (2 m resolution) ALSM terrain model of a subset of the
area that comprises ∼ 40% of the SCM, and will be performing similar analyses on this higher
resolution data to determine those topographic metrics that may be most sensitive to the measured
patterns of denudation and inferred tectonic uplift rates across the range.
Constraining the unroofing and tectonic history of the SCM using A-He and AFT thermochronology
Over the last several years, I have applied AFT and A-He low-temperature thermochronologic
methods to a portion of the SCM to understand the longer-term unroofing and tectonic history
of this area. Both methods are based on the spontaneous decay of distributed trace amounts
of 238 U in apatites, which causes both irrecoverable damage of the apatite crystal lattice when
temperatures are less than ∼ 60 − 125◦ C in a way that can be identified microscopically, and
produces 4 He that diffuses out of the crystal lattice at temperatures in excess of 40 − 80◦ C [e.g.,
Ketcham et al., 1999; Laslett et al., 1987; Farley, 2000; Farley et al., 2002]. Thus, the time at
which rocks moved through these temperature ranges can be estimated by measuring the density
of damage (for the higher-temperature AFT method) and 4 He abundance relative to its parent
products (for the lower-temperature A-He method). These temperatures can be converted to depth
using an assumed thermal structure. When these two different thermochronometers are used in
concert, an unroofing history of rock samples can be inferred, which may then be interpreted in
terms of tectonic displacements.
As with CRN-derived denudation rates, there are many nuances to this method that simply cannot be addressed in a short proposal format. Suffice it to say that based on my own experience using
the A-He method, as well as the decades of experience of one of my collaborators with regard to AFT
and, to a lesser extent, A-He analyses (Trevor Dumitru), we are certainly aware of the pitfalls inherent in these methods and the ways in which to best interpret these types of data. As a demonstration
of how these types of data can be used to constrain the 100 kyr to several Myr time-scale tectonic
history of the SCM, we have analyzed rocks of the Sierra Azul (which again, flank the northeast
side of the restraining bend) using a combination of AFT and A-He thermochronology (Figure 5).
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These analyses show that the core
of the Sierra Azul, near the NSAFZ
5 km
cooled rapidly during the Pliocene, as
is evidenced by the young AFT ages
there, while AFT ages generally increase with distance perpendicular to
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the fault outside of this core zone.
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the AFT and A-He systems, suggesting that the core of the range was
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initially rapidly uplifted and cooled
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prior to a slower, broader cooling
event throughout the entire range.
Thus, around the time that relative motions between the Pacific and
North American plates caused a transition from transtension to transpresFigure 5: Geology, thermochronology, and structure of the sion, the core of the range in the reSierra Azul Block. Geologic map and section simplified from straining bend rapidly cooled probaMcLaughlin et al. [2001]. Kgr denote granites, Tlhb are bly due to tectonic uplift.
Tertiary sediments of the La Honda Block, Tsa are Tertiary sediments of the Sierra Azul, Kgv denote the Cre- Results from Prior NSF Support
taceous Great Valley Sequence, Jcro are fragments of the EAR-EAR-07-11185, Kinematic ReJurassic Coast Range Ophiolite, KJf denotes the Franciscan sponse of the Argentine Precordillera
assemblage, and Tna are Tertiary sediments of the New Al- Fold-and-thrust Belt to Erosion: Usmaden area. The major contractional and strike-slip faults ing the Gale numerical model to study
are shown as red lines. Names of samples reported as part tectonic processes in fold-and-thrust
of this study are shown in orange lettering, AFT ages are belts
shown as black lettering, and A-He ages are shown as white
Each of the methods outlined
lettering. Locations of samples are noted by an “x” on the above provides a partial description
map. AFT ages compiled from Bürgmann et al. [1994] are of the kinematics of the SCM at vardenoted by the “§” symbol. Green line on map denotes lo- ious locations over time-scales of 10s
cation of section line shown below. Section horizontal scale of kyr to several Myr. The causes of
is identical to the map scale and section has no vertical these motions can be addressed using
exaggeration.
the Gale numerical model, which predicts these kinematics using conservation of mass and momentum, together
with constitutive rules for the crust and (time-evolving) boundary conditions implemented in a
finite-element numerical scheme. As such, the numerical modeling component that I propose is the
glue that relates observations of kinematics over these different time-scales to the evolving plate
tectonic boundary conditions and the initial (and evolving) distribution of constitutive properties
in the crust. I have already used models that prescribe simple constitutive rules such as linear elasQ
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ticity and linear viscoelasticity that have been used by geodesists to understand short time-scale
deformation and stress transfer between different faults. However, these types of constitutive rules
are likely inappropriate when considering the large deformations observed over geomorphic and
geologic time-scales, where frictional failure and non-linear viscous relaxation in the crust may be
important. Thus, bridging the gap between deformation processes that may operate over seismic to
interseismic time-scales (elastic, viscoelastic rheologies) with processes operating over geomorphic
to geologic time-scales (frictional rheologies with cohesion and strain softening, and non-linear viscous creep/flow), requires models that can treat both sets of processes. This is now possible using
Gale with high performance computational facilities.
Over the last several years, my
group has been using Gale to understand long-term crustal deformation in frictionally deforming materials such as fold-and-thrust belts in the
central Andes. This software can simulate crustal scale deformation due
to frictional failure, non-linear viscous flow, and elastic strain accumulation in three-dimensions. The software is open-source code that uses
particles to track material properties and a finite element mesh to
solve the Stokes equations, the results
of which are superimposed over the
particles to allow for large deformations and complex boundary conditions [Moresi et al., 2003]. The results Figure 6: Comparison of cumulative shear strain measured
pertinent to this proposal are the suc- in frictional sand wedge after the course of an experiment
cessful benchmarking of Gale against (top) and equivalent Gale calculations of cumulative shear
controlled laboratory experiments in strain for equivalent models when high (middle) and low
which boundary conditions and the (bottom) resolution models are used. Our experiments show
rheology of a deforming sand wedge that the first-order aspects of the kinematics of the experiare carefully measured. In the phys- mentally deformed frictional sand wedge are well predicted
ical experiment, loading is monitored by Gale.
via transducers in a way that maintains constant displacement or loading rate, while particle velocities of the deforming medium are measured using Particle Imaging
Velocimetry (PIV; for details, see Cruz et al. [2010]). Physically equivalent models were created
in Gale, and velocities of the medium in the numerical model were calculated and their derivative
quantities were compared to analogue model results (Figure 6). The deformation in the frictional
sand wedge was well modeled by Gale, suggesting that this approach can adequately model the
physics of frictional crustal-scale deformation along the NSAFZ.

Project management plan
Over the course of this five-year proposal, I will use the methods described above to document
the kinematics of the NSAFZ in the SCM, and use this information to bridge mechanical models
of coseismic and interseismic deformation, understand differences in the constitutive properties of
different geological terranes, and examine the role of changing boundary conditions over time using
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the Gale numerical model. As such, there are five principal activities that will be carried out by
two PhD students and one postdoctoral researcher over the duration of this research project:
1) Analysis of high-resolution topography along the NSAFZ, supplemented by ALSM
mapping and ground observations, to infer the temporal development of different fault
strands within the fault zone. This information may be used to gain insight into changes in
the fault-zone structure along the length of the fault that may be related to its temporal history
and the evolving physical properties of the fault zone. This task will be carried out by PhD student
#1 over the first two years of the project.
2) Analysis of 30-m-resolution digital elevation models from the USGS, and where
available, county-wide 2-m-resolution ALSM data to understand spatial patterns in
the steepness of various components of the topography and their relationship with
variations in tectonic rates, geologic substrates, and geomorphic processes. This analysis
will provide information about the tectonic signals recorded in the topography that might be
exported to other areas. It will also provide essential inputs to interpreting the cosmogenicallyderived denudation rates in terms of tectonic rates. This portion of the project will be carried out
by PhD student #1 over the first two years of the project.
3) Determination of basin-wide averaged denudation rates in catchments throughout
the SCM. The cosmogenic target preparation facility that I supervise at Stanford will be used
to prepare samples for measurement at LLNL or PRIME lab. As with pilot samples analyzed in
preparation for this proposal, we will collect river sand samples from large basins draining the SCM
and analyze them for 10 Be content to infer denudation rates. We will use these denudation rates
in concert with the analysis of the 30-m-resolution digital elevation models to identify areas where
lower-relief relict landscapes are absent, which will yield the highest probability of denudation rates
reflecting tectonic rates. A favorable comparison between coastal uplift rates and denudation rates
suggests that where such landscape features are absent, vertical tectonic rates may be inferred
from denudation rates. This portion of the project will be carried out by PhD student #1 over the
2nd-4th year of the project.
4) Collection, separation, and analysis of samples using the AFT and A-He methods.
Stanford has mineral separation facilities, as well as an automated extraction line and mass spectrometer that are currently being configured for A-He analysis. Additionally, Stanford has an AFT
laboratory that will be used to provide constraints of the timing of exhumation using the AFT
system. While we have performed these analyses within the Sierra Azul, we will expand the spatial coverage throughout the SCM to provide more robust constraints on the exhumation of rocks
within the entire range. This information, along with topographic and cosmogenic analyses, will
be used to condition the numerical model described below to understand the role that rheology,
fault geometry, topography, and changes in plate motions play in the long-term deformation of this
area. This portion of the project will be carried out by PhD student #2 over the 1st-4th year of
the project. Reporting of these results will constitute the 5th year of activity for both PhD student
#1 and #2.
5) Construction of models of this area using rheologies spanning those used in geodetic
models to frictional, flowing rheologies that describe the processes that lead to the
long-term accrual of deformation. I will utilize the Stanford Center for Computational Earth
and Environmental Sciences (CEES), on which we have already implemented the Gale code, to
construct models of crustal deformation within the SCM that consider the changing plate boundary conditions to which this plate margin has been recently subjected. We will vary the model
configuration from one in which a purely homogeneous, elastic rheology is used, to one in which a
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realistic initial configuration of different geologic terranes are represented by strain softening frictional rheologies with cohesion. This will allow us to link the kinematics that will be constrained in
(1-4) with the boundary conditions and constitutive properties of the crust. Comparison of these
models to those typically used to understand co- and inter-seismic deformation will provide a link
between the effective rheology of the crust measured over short time-scales with the accrued finite
deformation observed over long time-scales. Additionally, we have implemented simple erosion rules
in Gale, and depending on computational considerations, we may try to interface the landscape
development component of LAME with Gale. This could be used to explore the role that erosion
may play in the tectonics of the SCM, as well as allow us to directly compute the total exhumation during, and denudation rates at the end of each model run. Because Gale can calculate the
thermal evolution of the model, the AFT/A-He and 10 Be analyses could be directly compared to
model predictions in this case, rather than interpreting tectonic rates from these quantities, which
would then be compared to model outputs. This portion of the project will be carried out by the
postdoctoral fellow and myself during all five years of the project.

Broader Impact
I view my role as an educator as one of the great joys of my job, and one in which I can have
a direct and positive impact on the next generation of scientists and the general public. I have
developed a plan, documented below, that uses the research in this proposal as a springboard for
improving undergraduate education within Stanford, fostering graduate student and postdoctoral
education and career development, providing hands-on research experience to local high-school
students through a summer internship program, training local high-school teachers to introduce
students to earth sciences in the field, and constructing a real (and perhaps virtual) educational
driving tour through the SCM that teaches the general public about the landscapes produced by
plate-boundary deformation over geomorphic and geologic time-scales. The idea is to integrate
education and teaching across each of these different levels using both established programs at
Stanford, as well as new programs that will be constructed as the result of this proposal. Over the
past five-and-a-half years, I have had experience with various aspects of this educational program,
and this project would provide a way to combine these efforts with new components to create a
integrated, complementary educational program spanning high-school through postdoctoral (and
public) education.

Enhancing undergraduate education: Active Tectonics field camp module
A central part of the educational component of this proposal would develop a three-week minifield-camp module for our undergraduates that would be headquartered in the SCM. This module
would fit cleanly within the Department’s new field camp format, in which students take a series of
two-week field modules during their time at Stanford. Currently, our program offers little in the way
of field-based coursework that introduces students to Quaternary geologic mapping, paleoseismology, geomorphic mapping, or surveying despite the fact that these are probably the most common
types of mapping skills used in private sector jobs. The course that I envision would use modern
surveying methods (GPS and theodolite), geomorphic, geologic, and pedologic field observations,
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) analysis, and air photo mapping within the SCM to introduce students to mapping phenomena that span much shorter time-scales than they typically study. Also,
I will introduce them to geodetic surveying methods that are used to monitor surface deformation
over the course of years and ALSM data processing methodologies and interpretation. Many of the
field camp exercises will be based around sites we identify in the SCM as part of our research that
best illustrate the geologic and geomorphic signatures of active tectonic processes. While fieldwork
will be the primary means of instruction, students will also carry out data reduction and analysis in
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ArcGIS and Matlab. Finally, student observations will be combined with compilations of geodetic
data, ALSM data, thermochronologic analyses, and cosmogenic analyses collected as part of this
proposal to link their specific field observations to the larger-scale tectonics of the range.

Providing research experiences to high-school students through our internship program
Over the last four years, I have been very fortunate to have been able to attract and work with
local high-school summer research interns through our Earth Sciences High School Internship Program at Stanford. In the past, these students have worked on research projects as diverse as helping
to prepare CRN samples for targeting, conducting experiments on and processing data from our
experimental sand deformation apparatus, and processing and interpreting ALSM data. My group
typically hosts between 3-5 of these interns during the summer, and in the future, I will continue
to integrate these students with my program. In the context of this project, I hope to provide
an opportunity for at least two students to work on ALSM data processing during the summer,
and engage them with afternoon field trips to the areas that they will “virtually” study on the
computer. I have very much enjoyed working with these students, who appear genuinely interested
in gaining exposure to different science disciplines than offered at their schools. Additionally, I am
proud that one of my postdoctoral students (Leo Cruz) has been very successful in recruiting a
very talented high-school intern from an under-represented group to work with our program. She
has even been designing her own set of experiments in our lab, which allowed her to present a
poster at the BrightSTARS session of the Fall AGU meeting last year [Hernandez et al., 2009]. I
am hopeful that the inspiration she has gained working with Leo will propel her into considering
an undergraduate education here at Stanford. Importantly, the internship program is facilitated by
our outreach coordinator in the School, and so all of the administrative aspects of these interns are
handled by this program. This will allow the graduate students and the postdoctoral researcher
working with these interns to focus on mentoring these students without the additional overhead
associated with organizing student selection and group activities. Also, while students intern with
specific groups, the program offers a series of field trips to ensure that these high school students
are exposed to a variety of experiences during the summer.

Helping earth science teachers learn to teach students in the field
In my opinion, an essential component of inspiring the next generation of young earth scientists
is to expose them to earth processes through direct field observations. In many cases, earth science is
taught only in the 6th grade, and by teachers whose primary training may not be in earth sciences.
Therefore, in many cases, the teachers themselves often have little preparation for introducing
students to core earth sciences concepts in the field. During the course of this proposal, I would
like to try to make headway into rectifying this problem by partnering with our summer internship
for teachers program, run through the School of Earth Sciences. Each summer, the School runs
the Geoscape Bay Area teacher workshop, in which 6th grade teachers are paid a stipend to learn
about teaching earth science and the state-of-the-art research topics currently being investigated
by particular researchers at Stanford. Nonetheless, this internship is primarily classroom-based.
Because of the SCM’s proximity to Stanford, I first propose to work with this program to provide a
one-day field-based course on teaching how to teach students about basic geologic concepts in the
field. This would include approximately 15 teachers in the internship program. After this workshop,
I plan to invite two enthusiastic teachers to participate in the three week Active Tectonics field
camp module discussed above, where they could learn alongside of our undergraduate students
under the direction of myself and my graduate students. This would not only improve the depth
and quality of teaching that these teachers could export to their own programs, but would enrich
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our own program by providing a perspective from seasoned science educators to our undergraduate
students. Hopefully, this may even inspire some of our students to consider bringing their talents
to the field of secondary education.

Graduate and postdoctoral education and career building
The research proposed herein will directly impact the education of our next generation of earth
scientists, including two graduate students and one postdoctoral fellow. I plan to integrate all
three of these students with the educational efforts I have described. Since their specific roles
in this research are outlined above, I have kept the description of this component brief. This is
not because their role in my educational plan is considered less. On the contrary, I regard their
education as my primary mission here at the University, and part of the “bread-and-butter” of what
I enjoy doing every day in my job. Thus, I feel as though it goes without saying that educating
these young scientists and ensuring that they receive sound career advice and opportunity will be
my central priority when carrying out this project. To this end, I will ensure that students attend
and present protions of their research at national meetings (including the AGU Fall Meeting),
contribute to both research presentations and journal club discussions during our weekly group
meetings, and provide them with networking opportunities by inviting other professionals in the
field to speak to and interact with my group.

Public education of plate boundary deformation: A Drive through Earthquake Country
Here in the Santa Cruz Mountains, we have an “Earthquake Trail” that guides the public to an
offset fence and a set of sag ponds along the San Andreas Fault. The Wallace Creek exhibit shows
people how a number of earthquakes have produced the active and abandoned offset channels in the
northern Carrizo Plain. On campus, we have an “Earthquake Tour” that guides people through
the effects of the 1906 earthquake on campus. In a sense, these types of public exhibits are a
reflection of the fact that we know a good amount about short time-scale processes (and through
the “Roadside Guides to Geology”, geologic time-scale processes as well), but have a much stronger
deficit in understanding the intermediate time-scale processes that have formed features such as
mountains that line the plate boundary. I have never seen a field-based educational exhibit that
gives the general public a detailed sense of how the strain released during earthquakes ultimately
builds mountains, and how the form of mountains actually reflects these processes and the types
of rocks at or near the surface. Thus, as part of this proposal, I would like to create “A Drive
through Earthquake Country” that uses the dramatic and scenic environment of the SCM to teach
people about mountain building processes along the plate margin. To do this, I would develop a
website-based field trip (or perhaps an iPhone app in which the stops were GPS referenced) that
led people along the ridge of the Santa Cruz Mountains, and through particular vista points and
outcrops, explained the mechanisms of mountain building in this area in layman’s terms. Also, a
major impediment to teaching earth science here in California is the fact that financial resources
seldom exist to provide transportation for student field trips to sites where these concepts can be
taught in the field. For this reason, in the third or fourth year of this project, I would like to invite
one of the high-school teachers that participated in the Active Tectonics module to design a set of
web-based laboratory exercises around the “Drive through Earthquake Country”. S/he would be
payed a summer stipend to develop these course modules, and with coordination with our Outreach
department, would help create a multimedia on line laboratory in which high school students that
do not have the opportunity to learn these principles in the field could do so through this outlet.
This would directly export the salient discoveries made in this proposal to the general public, as
well as local and world-wide high-school students through the web-based learning module.

